ABOUT RENAISSANCE ENGINEERING
Renaissance Engineering Company founded in 2017, July by Cagdas Yilmaz. The idea of
enterprise appeared after our Co-founder’s met Waves Platform ecosystem and invesment
the coin. He has been impressed of waves’s trying to do for business’s world mechanics. After
long searchs of blockchain’s adaptation to real-product markets,he decided to create our
Initial Coin Offerings (ICO) on wavesplatform.
We have built a business model on blockchain for our expertise in building and engineering
products. RE aims to gain a profit out of traditional investment tools by turning our ideas on
real estate and other engineering solutions with asset tokenization.
We have created a team of high-educated people in their profession who have known each
other for many years to realize our goals. Every single person choosen meticulously to their
relevance for project. For more, you can look Article about our team members:
https://medium.com/@RenaissanceEng1/renaissance-engineering-team-7c64eb1bd42f

THE BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT REALIZATION IN TURKEY
FOR THE COMPANY
First of all; Our goal is to build a living space for people. Turkey seperate house (especially
villa) models still very untouched and open to development. Generally, the policies of the
construction companies on “apartment type buildings and sales”. This makes us different from
others. And our building plans stay niche. So it makes possible being easy to reach villa type
building customers after finish the project than other companies.
Besides this, the construction square meters costs are also very low, labor power cheap and
the Turkish Lira’s weakness against the dollar in current inflation during the years is making
the blockchain most sensible investment on Turkey. We are creating safe place against
national currencies with Real-life tokenization mixed the benefits of crypto with the stability of
realestate.
All this suitable conditions will cause profitability from projects and higher profit share
distributed to holders & high dividends so at the end of the story the value of RE Token must be
increased with loyalt airdrop and passive income token model. Lets describe this now.

ABOUT RE TOKEN
How to Buy Re Token & Ico Dates
This article explain that detailed
https://medium.com/@RenaissanceEng1/step-by-step-explanation-of-how-to-contributerenai%CC%87ssance-engineering-token-ico-sale-57e6442df0c9

Usage Areas
-Realestate buy&sell dex with cryptocurrency

Decentralized real estate platform for selling and buying 7/24 real-estates.

-Online engineering solution service

Website where you can create solutions for your personal engineering projects with RE Token
and other cryptocurrencies on waves dex.There will be architects and engineers all around the
world free to join our databes and you will be able to choose which person do you want to give
your project.

-Building construction products

Main business of our company, building of real estate and constructions and selling with profit.

-Waves smart contacts integration on all products of company

Smart contract adaptation to all phases of our finance developments.

-Security Token

RE Token will be security token based on waves blockchain.

-Engineering project startup ıncubator

Waveslab version of Renaissence Engineering Company (explained below)

-Monthly airdrop loyalty programme

1st year %4
2nd year %2 passive income as a RE Token

-%30 profit share from projects and engineering solution website gains

Dividends will be distributed as a waves coin to RE Token holders. Engineering service’s
dividend monthly, projects’s profit distributed per end of the project.

Token Model /Ico Bonuses /Airdrops
One of the our main goal for Project is increasing the reputation of RE Token on
wavesplatform. Every waves dex user could add RE Token to their portfolio type of passive
income token via airdrops & dividends.
This article clarify this:
https://medium.com/@RenaissanceEng1/re-token-distribution-ico-bonuses-plannedloyalty-airdrops-829b318b789f

Sale Dates
You can find ICO phase details (like dates,prices,waves dex user manual) here:
https://medium.com/@RenaissanceEng1/step-by-step-explanation-of-how-to-contributerenai%CC%87ssance-engineering-token-ico-sale-57e6442df0c9

Roadmap

One Year Plan After Ico
We will start the creation of engineering solution service website asap after ico ending and
integration of payment methods Waves and RE Token there. Profits from website will
distributed monthly.
7 M token distribution will be done to waves community token holders, it can affect and show
some kind of wct usage area to community.
For building, we have several alternative for land which we would start our first project
on.Best one will be choosen according to crowdfund amount and in three month start of
building can be given. Planning to distribute first building dividends to holders Agu 2019.
Considering adding new technical team members to team, especially who has knowledgeable
about smart contracts and developer because of upcoming wavesplatform updates. Our
engineering team is enough strong for this level RenaissanceLAB Engineering project startup.

RenaissanceLAB Startup Incubator
RenaissanceLAB will do what waveslab doing for wavesplatform. Basically if entrepreneurs
have an idea about engineering, they can apply us to realize it. We will open pools to vote by
our holders and winner of competition’s project will support by Renaissance Engineering’s
funding. Income of realized projects will distributed to RE Token holders with defined percent (
minimum %30 but we are work on it). So RenaissenceLAB will help to attract more ICO and
enterprising project flow into wavesplatform ecosystem.We plan to execute LAB in early 2020.

FOUNDATION OF INTERNATIONAL DONATION FUND FOR
CHİLDREN
Renaissance Engineering is believe that every person in the world must realize there is
something more important than business and money. With this consciousness, we will
establish our own charity. Aiming the Cooperation between other wavesplatform icos. If we
will success on this project, Renaissange Engineering can easily pioneering social
responsibility business on mainstream.

ICO MARKETİNG PHASE
Our ico will be live 15th sept. We have active marketing at social media for 2 months. Twitter
followers pass 1K, also 220 telegram members. Listed around 10 ico ranking website. Running
airdrop campaign and receiving good feedbacks on bitcointalkforum. Our social media
managers and Co-Founder 7/24 answering questions on telegram. Posting daily information
on wavesplatform global telegram channel. Wavesplatform forum topic was created, discord
using actively awareness of project.
Twitter advertisement created and some influencers supporting project on twitter. Printed
Company T-Shirts and working on presentations video session. Two of the high followed
twitter account will make an interview and Q&A with us before next week.

PROJECT’S BENEFİTS FOR WAVESPLATFORM
In Turkey interest in blockchain and cryptocurrencies is increasing every day because of
actual economic situation of the country’s. Turkish Lira losing value against dollar. So Turkish
people’s invesments to crypto market could cause volume increasing on Waves Dex.
Waves platfrom taking advantage of this situation with increase the ICOs on Turkey. Digilira’s
TRY gateway is perfect way to pull Turkish lira into dex. We want to contribute this progress.
It can be a tool to attract renewal of the platform's awareness by support with real-life
projects on country.

ADDİTİONAL İNFORMATİONS
Our co-founder Cagdas Yilmaz joined the ambassador programme of Waves Platform early
september this year.

https://medium.com/@RenaissanceEng1/renaissance-engineeringannouncementc537b50d6726
-Agreed with fyrus and another exchange to list our token if ico will succeed.

CONCLUSİONS
As a result, we would like to create permanent and useful works by signing example projects
in Turkey first and then in Europe region
Join us and be par of real-estate revolution investment .

SOCİAL MEDİA LİNKS
WEBSITE

http://renaissancetoken.io

TWITTER

https://twitter.com/RenaissanceEng1

TELEGRAM

https://t.me/REToken_Waves_Ico

WHITEPAPER

http://renaissancetoken.io/wpcontent/uploads/2018/08/Renaissance-Engineering-Token-Whitepaper.pdf
MEDIUM

https://medium.com/@RenaissanceEng1

BITCOINTALK

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4972443

LINKEDIN

https://www.linkedin.com/company/renaissance-engineering-

company/
REDDIT

https://www.reddit.com/user/RenaissanceEngToken

SLACK

https://renaissancetoken.slack.com/threads/

AIRDROP

https://twitter.com/RenaissanceEng1/status/1036245624381956096

DISCORD :

Renaissance Engineering Token#8414

PERSONALİZED WALLET

http://wallet.renaissancetoken.io

